
Handwriting Progression - Southville Primary

At Southville Primary School we use Little Wandle phonics programme to teach letter formation in EYFS and Year 1. Cursive
handwriting is introduced in year 2, using Teach Handwriting (Route D, Letter Choice 3) to teach the correct letter formation and then
letter joins. Our progression document is matched to the National Curriculum expectations (2014).

All children and staff are expected to write using the font and display it as much as possible across the school to further promote high
standards of handwriting, presentation and pride in work. All staff writing on boards, in books and on displays should model this font for
the pupils at the level that is expected for their class. i.e. Year 3 onwards should model a joined script.

EYFS Daily mark making and direct teaching
Daily opportunities to improve fine motor skills

Little Wandle used to teach letter formation - link to phonics

30 - 50m ● Draws lines and circles using gross motor movements
● Holds pencil between thumb and two fingers, no longer using whole-hand grasp
● Holds pencil between near point between first two fingers and thumb and uses it with good

control
● Can copy some letters e.g. in name

40 - 60m ● Shows a preference for a dominant hand
● Begins to use anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines
● Begins to form recognisable letters
● Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form recognisable letters

ELG Fine Motor Skills: Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for fluent writing – using the tripod grip
in almost all cases

Writing: Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed;

https://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/
https://teachhandwriting.co.uk/


Year 1 Daily practise of letter formation
Helping children to progress from accuracy to fluency
Direct, in the moment intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL (linked to sitting
position, grip, letter formation)

Use Little Wandle to teach letter formation - link to phonics
Opportunities and activities for children to improve their fine motor skills and master pencil grip

● Sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil comfortably and correctly (using the tripod grip in almost all cases)
● Begin to form lower-case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place
● Form capital letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place
● Form 0-9 digits in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place
● Understand which letters belong to which handwriting ‘families’ (i.e. letters that are formed in similar ways)

and to practise these
● Leaving spaces between words

Year 2 Teach and practise correct cursive letter formation 3 times a week
Write with a joined style as soon as they can form letters with horizontal/diagonal joins correctly
Direct, in the moment, intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL

Begin with a handwriting warm up and remind children of pencil grip, paper orientation and sitting position
Use Teach Handwriting video clips to model the teaching of each letter, then practise in Twinkl Handwriting booklet
Start with ladder letters and then progress through each letter family (see appendix)
Once completed each letter and Twinkl booklet - begin to work through letter joins (in order on the website)
Practise in handwriting booklets - once children have sufficiently practised the join, class teacher model different
words with the join, for children to practise.

● Correct pencil grip (using the tripod grip in almost all cases)
● Knows the diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join and those unjoined
● Form lower-case letters of the correct size relative to one another
● Start joining some of the letters and understand which letters, when adjacent to one another, are best left

unjoined
● Write capital letters and digits of the correct size, orientation and relationship to one another and to

lower-case letters



● Use spacing between words that reflects the size of the letters
● (Revision of previous years’ handwriting where appropriate)

Year 3 Weekly discrete handwriting lesson and twice weekly handwriting practise using spellings
Direct, in the moment, intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL

Begin with a handwriting warm up and remind children of pencil grip, paper orientation and sitting position (where
appropriate)
Use Teach Handwriting video clips to model the teaching of each letter - refiners
Start with ladder letters and then progress through each letter family (see appendix) - the speed of this is at the
discretion of the teacher
Once completed each letter, work through letter joins (in order on the website)
Practise in handwriting booklets - once children have sufficiently practised the join, class teacher model different
words with the join, for children to practise. Children can then write their own sentences using some of the
practised words.

● use joined handwriting throughout all independent writing, support given to increase fluency and speed
which will then support composition and spelling

● Use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and understand which letters, when
adjacent to one another are best left unjoined Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their
handwriting (e.g. parallel and equidistant downstrokes) and that lines of writing are sufficiently spaced so
that ascenders and descenders of letters do not touch. (Revision of previous years’ handwriting where
appropriate)

Year 4 Weekly discrete handwriting lesson and twice weekly handwriting practise using spellings
Direct, in the moment, intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL

Recap specific letters where appropriate
Begin with a handwriting warm up and remind children of pencil grip, paper orientation and sitting position (where
appropriate)
Recap specific tricky letters using Teach Handwriting video clips, then work through letter joins (in order on the
website)



Practise in handwriting booklets - once children have sufficiently practised the join, class teacher model different
words with the join, for children to practise using 2Handwrite programme on Purple Mash. Children can then write
their own sentences using some of the practised words.

● Use joined handwriting throughout all independent writing  support given to increase fluency and speed
which will then support composition and spelling

● Use the diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters and understand which letters, when
adjacent to one another are best left unjoined

● Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting (e.g. parallel and equidistant downstrokes)
and that lines of writing are sufficiently spaced so that ascenders and descenders of letters do not touch

● (Revision of previous years’ handwriting where appropriate)

Year 5 Practise once or twice weekly using weekly spellings
Direct, in the moment, intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL

Recap any difficult letters and joins using Teach Handwriting website
Practise spellings - model using 2Handwrite on Purple Mash
Write sentences to finish

● Children should be aware of draft and best handwriting styles for different purposes
● Write legibly, fluently and with increasing speed
● Vary letter shape for effect Choose the best writing implement for the task
● Print as appropriate e.g. algebra/emails
● (Revision of previous years’ handwriting where appropriate)

Year 6 Practise once or twice weekly using weekly spellings
Direct, in the moment, intervention / support / explicit feedback for individual children based on AFL

Recap any difficult letters and joins using Teach Handwriting website
Practise spellings - model using 2Handwrite on Purple Mash
Write sentences to finish

● Children should be aware of draft and best handwriting styles for different purposes
● Write legibly, fluently and with increasing speed Vary letter shape for effect
● Choose the best writing implement for the task



● Print as appropriate e.g. algebra/emails
● (Revision of previous years’ handwriting where appropriate)

Interventions: KS2 follow Letter Join Helpkit, after starting with initial assessment

Additional resources used to support identified children: stabilo pencils, writing slope, pencil grips, standing desk,

Pen licence: pens will be given out (no certificates needed). Those who go backwards after receiving their pen, will have it taken off
them.

Appendix
Appendix 1: National Curriculum
Appendix 2: Letter formation Groups (order for teaching each letter)
Appendix 3: School script
Appendix 4 - Seating Position (to be referred to at the start of lessons)
Appendix 5 - Tripod Pencil Grip (to be referred to at the start of lessons)
Appendix 6: Handwriting Warm Ups



National Curriculum:



Appendix 2:

Ladder letters
One armed robot letters
Curly caterpillar letters

Zig zag letters



Appendix 3: school script



Appendix 4 - Seating Position (to be referred to at the start of lessons)



Appendix 5 - Tripod Pencil Grip (to be referred to at the start of lessons)



Appendix 6 - Handwriting Warm Ups




